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Abstract
Data access patterns that involve fine-grained sharing, multi-
casts, or reductions have proved to be hard to scale in shared-
memory platforms. Recently, wireless on-chip communica-
tion has been proposed as a solution to this problem, but a
previous architecture has used it only to speed-up synchro-
nization. An intriguing question is whether wireless commu-
nication can be widely effective for ordinary shared data.
This paper presents Replica, a manycore that uses wire-

less communication for communication-intensive ordinary
data. To deliver high performance, Replica supports an adap-
tive wireless protocol and selective message dropping. We
describe the computational patterns that leverage wireless
communication, programming techniques to restructure ap-
plications, and tools that help with automation. Our results
show that wireless communication is effective for ordinary
data. For 64 cores, Replica obtains a mean speed-up of 1.76x
over a conventional machine. The mean speed-up reaches
1.89x if approximate-computing transformations are enabled.
The average energy consumption is substantially reduced
by 34% (or 38% with approximate transformations), and the
area increases only modestly.
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1 Introduction
Data access patterns where multiple threads interleave reads
and writes to the same set of variables in a fine-grained man-
ner and without much per-thread locality do not scale well in
shared-memory multiprocessors. They create many network
messages, inducing communication bottlenecks. To alleviate
this problem, commercial vendors (e.g., [21, 29, 34, 53]) and
researchers (e.g., [12, 28, 32, 36, 46, 56, 62, 68]) have proposed
various hardware techniques. They include new synchroniza-
tion and cache coherence protocol improvements, special
networks, and new communication technologies such as
optics and transmission lines.
Recently, on-chip wireless communication has emerged

as a promising alternative that supports fine-grained data
sharing with low-latency, and is broadcast-friendly [3, 23, 26,
27]. In this environment, broadcasting a short message of 80
bits takes about 4 ns, which is about two orders of magnitude
lower than in conventional on-chip networks. For example,
the recent WiSync manycore [3] augments each core with
a small antenna and a transceiver. It supports low-latency
implementations of synchronization primitives, such as locks
and barriers. WiSync stores the state of synchronization
variables in a small, per-core Broadcast Memory (BMem)
that has identical contents in all of the cores. Writes to the
BMem are broadcasted, updating all the BMems at the same
time, while reads are satisfied from the local BMem.
While WiSync shows the attractiveness of on-chip wire-

less communication, it is only tailored to speed-up synchro-
nization operations. An intriguing question is whether the
wireless communication and BMem support can be used to
speed-up transfers of ordinary data.

Using wireless communication for ordinary data faces two
fundamental challenges: the bounded size of BMem and the
limited bandwidth of the wireless communication channel.
WiSync does not completely experience these challenges,
as the synchronization variables typically fit in the 16KB
BMem and do not consume much of the wireless channel
bandwidth. In contrast, ordinary data does not fit in BMem,
and its frequent updatesmay cause contention in thewireless
channel. It is therefore necessary to judiciously select the
subset of the data that will benefit the most from the wireless
communication, and place it in BMem.
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In this paper, we present Replica, a manycore architecture
and software interface that enables efficient use of wire-
less communication for ordinary data. We tailor Replica to
speed-up communication-intensive shared data – whose ac-
cesses typically induce substantial overheads in standard
cache hierarchies. Our analysis presents several common
communication-intensive patterns. They include broadcasts,
regular many-to-many interactions, irregular many-to-many
interactions, and reductions. To handle these patterns, we
present: (i) a software API that exposes BMem to the soft-
ware developer, and (ii) transformations and tools for select-
ing communication-intensive data and restructuring appli-
cations for improved BMem and wireless channel use.
Further, we propose two hardware-based techniques to

reduce contention and latency in the wireless channel. First,
we introduce an adaptive wireless protocol. The protocol
dynamically identifies whether the data transmissions in the
execution are sparse or bursty, and applies a random-access
or a token-passing protocol, respectively.

Second, Replica provides hardware support for selectively
dropping packets if they carry certain types of data and if
the sender encounters a certain level of channel contention.
A software developer can use two operations, approximate
locks and approximate stores, to optimize applications that
can tolerate noise. Further, she can combine these operations
with existing approximation techniques that trade accuracy
for reduced communication and/or data size. Together, these
techniques have a greater impact on Replica than on standard
architectures, due to the limited BMem size and the limited
wireless channel bandwidth.

Our results show that Replica effectively uses wireless
communication for ordinary data. We evaluated Replica with
10 applications from graph analytics, vision, and numerical
simulation. For 64-core executions, Replica speeds-up the
applications over a conventional machine by a geometric
mean of 1.76x for exact computation and 1.89x for approxi-
mate computation. Further, Replica substantially reduces the
average energy consumption by 34% (or 38% with approxi-
mate computation). Finally, the area increase is small, and
the developer effort is modest.
Contributions. Our contributions are: (i) the Replica many-
core, with an adaptive wireless protocol and support for
selective packet dropping; (ii) software techniques and tools
for adapting applications to wireless communication; and
(iii) an evaluation of Replica.

2 Background
Figure 1 shows the WiSync architecture [3]. WiSync aug-
ments every core of a manycore with a Broadcast Memory
(BMem), a wireless transceiver, and two antennas (of which
we will only consider one). The transceiver has two main
modules, namely the physical layer (PHY) and the Medium
Access Control (MAC). The PHYmodule serializes andmodu-
lates the data to transmit, detects collisions, and demodulates

Figure 1.WiSync manycore.

and deserializes data at reception. The MAC module man-
ages the access to the channel by scheduling transmissions
and handling collisions [5].
The BMem is a direct-mapped memory of a size similar

to an L1 cache. The BMems of all the cores contain the exact
same variables that are kept coherent through wireless up-
dates. A core accesses its BMem with plain loads and stores.
Based on the physical address of the location accessed, a
load or store request is sent either to the L1-L2 hierarchy
or to the BMem.
When a core writes to a BMem location, it generates a

message to be broadcasted through the wireless network. All
BMems (including the local one) are updated simultaneously.
This design ensures a total order of writes to BMems across
all cores. It also ensures that, at all times, all cores have the
same values in their BMems. Loads that access the BMem
simply read the local copy of the data.

WiSync uses 5 cycles to transmit a 77-bit packet, which cor-
responds to a 64-bit write. In the second cycle, the transceiver
listens if there was a collision with another packet in the
first cycle. If there was no collision, in the next three cy-
cles it sends the rest of the packet with guaranteed no colli-
sion. Otherwise, the transfer is aborted, and the senders will
retry sending their packets after a randomized, exponentially-
increasing number of cycles. This carrier-sensing protocol
with exponential backoff adapted to the on-chip scenario is
called Broadcast Reliability Sensing (BRS) [38].

WiSync supports read-modify-write instructions that form
the basis of synchronization primitives. These instructions
leverage a special hardware bit called the Atomicity Failure
Bit (AFB). The AFB is set in hardware if, in between the read
and write of the local core in a read-modify-write operation
to a BMem address, an external core succeeds in performing
a write to the same location. In this case, the write of the
local core does not occur, and the atomic operation fails.

3 Replica Overview
Replica extends the WiSync architecture in several ways, in-
cluding the ability to store ordinary (i.e., non-synchronization)
and synchronization data in the BMem. In this section, we
outline the key features of Replica.



Broadcast Memory. Replica provides an API to allocate
data in BMem. To store an array a in BMem, the developer
only needs to change the allocation site to

float* a = wireless_malloc(n*sizeof(float ));

All accesses to the array elements are automatically directed
to the BMem, and writes use the wireless channel. Pro-
grams do not require any additional developer or compiler
interventions, as the BMem is memory mapped. A call to
wireless_free deallocates the memory.
Since the amount of communication-intensive data may

exceed the size of the BMem, it is essential to restructure
communication-intensive data structures to fit as much as
possible in BMem. We present transformations that allow
the flexible storage of a fraction of communication-intensive
data in BMem. Our approach rests on two observations: (i) in
many applications, the size of communication-intensive data
increases at a much slower rate than the full input data size,
and (ii) since BMem is memory-mapped, we can transform
the data structure layout with little performance penalty.
Adaptive Wireless Protocol. In Replica, the wireless net-
work utilization varies across applications and even within
an application. For applications with sparse transmissions,
the carrier-sensing protocol from WiSync is sufficient. How-
ever, applications with high or bursty load perform better
with a token-passing protocol, in which only the node that
owns the token can transmit. Replica’s MAC module sup-
ports both protocols, and switches between the two to adapt
to the characteristics of the application. This process is auto-
matic and does not require input from the developer.
Approximate Broadcast Memory. To further reduce the
wireless channel contention, Replica uses a section of BMem
for approximate data. In this section, the messages for data
updates and locking operations may occasionally be dropped,
if the latency to perform the access exceeds a certain thresh-
old. Approximate data is allocated as
float* a = approx_wireless_malloc(n*sizeof(float ));

and is stored in a specially-designated section of the BMem.
Approximate BMem supports two operations that selectively
drop packets:
• Approximate Store: It assigns a value val to a variable

var if the write succeeds within a specified latency thresh-
old. Approximate stores can be unchecked or checked. In
the former, if the message is dropped, the computation
silently continues without informing the software. In the
latter, software can use the call approx_stac(var , val)

(for store approximate checked) to find out if the write suc-
ceeded. Unchecked stores use the same opcode as standard
stores. Checked stores use a different opcode.

• Approximate Lock: approx_lock(m) attempts to obtain
the lock m within a specified latency threshold. If it suc-
ceeds, it returns a success code. If it does not succeed,
either because it spins for too long on an already taken

lock, or because it takes too long to obtain the wireless net-
work to send the lock acquire update, it returns a failure
code. In this case, the software skips the critical section
and the unlock operation.

Tool Support. Replica includes a tool infrastructure – a pro-
filer, compiler passes for transformations, and an autotuner
– to help the developer restructure the application. Our expe-
rience shows that these tools can automate many tasks and
enable seamless adaptation of program code to versions of
Replica with different hardware characteristics.

4 Replica Architecture
This section describes the two main architectural features of
Replica that improve over WiSync – the adaptive wireless
protocol and the approximate BMem.

4.1 Adaptive Wireless Protocol
In WiSync, the wireless network is utilized relatively little,
and its traffic patterns are simple. Therefore, a wireless MAC
protocol like BRS is appropriate. In BRS, when a packet
collides, the sender does not try to resend it at the next
available opportunity. Instead, it waits for a backoff period
before retrying. Specifically, it considers a period of 2c − 1
cycles (where c is the number of collisions that the packet has
suffered so far), picks a random number within that period,
and waits for that number of cycles. The result is a backoff
that increases exponentially.
In Replica, the use of the wireless network is more com-

plex, and its utilization patterns vary across applications and
within an application. Hence, while Replica retains the BRS
protocol for applications or sections of applications with
sparse transmissions, it also supports a Token Ring protocol
in applications with frequent or bursty transmissions [20].
In the Token Ring protocol, there is a logical token that

is owned by different nodes at different times. At any time,
only the node that owns the token can transmit. At the end
of a packet transmission, or if the owner node remains silent
for one cycle, the token is passed to the next node following
a logical ring.
Replica introduces an adaptive wireless protocol that in-

telligently switches between the two protocols, adapting to
the characteristics of the execution. Specifically, one of the
nodes (which we call the master node) has a hardware mech-
anism in its transceiver that monitors the use patterns of
the wireless channel and chooses the protocol to use. The
mechanism’s hardware consists of two counters and simple
logic to perform a division and a comparison:

• When running in BRS mode, the counters are called Coll
and NoColl. Every time any core sends a packet, the mech-
anism checks for a collision. If there is no collision, it
increments NoColl; otherwise, it increments Coll.

• When running in Token Ringmode, the counters are called
Idle and Busy. If the mechanism observes an idle cycle,



Figure 2. Adaptive wireless protocol. Figure 3. Packet tracking.

1 Num_spins = 0
2 R = TAKEN
3 Try : exchange R , m_addr
4 if (WDB) return −1 // packet dropped

5 if ( R == TAKEN ) { // failure

6 if ( Num_spins++ > MAX)
7 return −1 //too many failures

8 jmp Try
9 }
10 else { //R is UNTAKEN

11 if ( AFB ) { // atomicity failure

12 //no write occurred

13 R = TAKEN
14 jmp Try
15 }
16 else return 0 // success

17 }

Figure 4. Approximate lock acquire.

a core missed its opportunity to transmit, and the Idle
counter is incremented. Otherwise, a packet is transmitted,
and the Busy counter is incremented.
Figure 2 presents the operation of the mechanism. The

mechanism starts in BRS mode. Following an update to ei-
ther counter, the hardware calculates the ratio Coll/NoColl.
If this ratio is equal or higher than the TBRS threshold, the
transceiver in the master node clears the counters and in-
forms all the nodes to switch to the Token Ring mode.

From then on, the nodes use the Token Ring protocol, and
the mechanism in the master node’s transceiver computes
the ratio Idle/Busy. When the ratio is equal or higher than
the Ttoken threshold, it means that only a few cores have
data to transmit and are unnecessarily waiting to get the
token. In this case, the transceiver clears its counters and
notifies all the nodes to switch to the BRS mode.
4.2 Approximate Broadcast Memory
The programmer can tag a certain range of BMem addresses
as containing approximable variables. For variables allocated
in this range, Replica can drop wireless packets through ap-
proximate stores and locks. This support reduces the pressure
when the wireless channel is highly contended.
Approximate Stores. Stores to approximable variables use
the wireless channel like any other BMem variable, but the
stores can be dropped if the contention for the wireless chan-
nel is high. In this case, neither the remote BMems nor the
local BMem are updated.

The MACmodule keeps track of the waiting delay of drop-
pable write packets. If the waiting delay exceeds threshold
Tdrop , the packet is dropped and the store is canceled. This
automatically and dynamically reduces the contention and
power in communication-intensive periods. This way, pro-
grammers can perform certain approximations only if it is
strictly necessary, to avoid saturating the network.

Figure 3 presents the hardware support. It consists of the
Packet Tracking Table (PTT) in the MAC module. When a
packet is sent to the BMem, it is deposited in a buffer in
the transceiver. At this point, if the packet is for a drop-
pable store, it allocates an entry in the PTT. Each PTT entry
has three fields. The first one is a pointer to the position

of the packet in the buffer. The second one contains the
total time that the packet is expected to wait before being
sent. We call it the Accumulated Packet Latency (APL) for
the packet. When the APL for a packet reaches Tdrop , the
packet is dropped. The third field is only used by checked
approximate stores, and contains the ID of the register that
will receive the transmission outcome.

The algorithm to set the APL is protocol dependent. When
running in BRS mode, the APL for a packet is set as follows.
When the packet arrives at the queue, it sets its APL to the
minimum number of cycles that it will have to wait to be
sent. This time is equal to the number of cycles remaining
in the backoff period of the first packet in the queue, plus
the number of packets in the queue times the duration of a
packet send (i.e., 5 cycles including the cycle listening for col-
lisions). Note that this computation includes both droppable
and non-droppable packets. Further, when a packet is sent
and collides with another packet, the hardware calculates
the backoff time, and this backoff time is added to the APL of
all the droppable packets in the queue (including the packet
that collided). Finally, when a packet is dropped, the hard-
ware computes the number of waiting cycles to remove. This
number is 5 cycles plus the remaining cycles in the backoff
period (if this was the first packet in the queue). This number
is subtracted from the APL of all the droppable packets that
are queued after the dropped one.

When running in Token Ring mode, the APL for a packet
is set as follows. When the packet arrives at the queue, it
sets its APL to the number of cycles that it will have to wait
assuming an idle wireless channel. This number includes:
(i) for the first packet in the queue, the number of cycles
remaining until it can start the sending plus the cycles to
send the packet, plus (ii) for each of the other packets in the
queue, the number of nodes in the machine plus 3 (since a
packet takes 4 cycles to be sent now). Further, every time
that another node transmits, the hardware adds 3 cycles to
the APL of all the entries in the table. Finally, when a packet
is dropped, the number of waiting cycles to remove from
all the subsequent droppable packets is: (i) if the dropped
packet was the first one in the queue, the number of cycles



remaining until it could start the sending plus the cycles to
send the packet, or (ii) if the packet was not the first one in
the queue, the number of nodes in the machine plus 3.
When a packet is dropped, it is removed from the buffer.

Further, its PTT entry is removed and, for checked approx-
imate stores, the register indicated in the PTT entry is set.
When a droppable packet is sent successfully, the same ac-
tions occur, except that the register indicated in the PTT
entry is cleared.
Checked Approximate Stores. In unchecked approximate
stores, an update may be silently dropped. In the checked
version, the programmer obtains the outcome of the store.
The programmer uses a special store approximate instruction,
sta R1 , R2 , var_addr , which takes three arguments: a reg-
ister R1 containing the value to store, a register R2 that indi-
cates if the store was either successfully committed (R2=0)
or dropped (R2=1), and the address var_addr to receive the
data. R2 is the register recorded in the corresponding entry
of the PTT. We expose the API call approx_stac(var , val),
which is implemented as sta R1, R2, var_addr; ret R2.
It takes the variable to update (var) and the update (val),
and returns whether the write succeeded (zero) or not (one).
Approximate Locks.To support approximate locks, Replica
introduces a new hardware bit in the BMem controller called
theWrite Drop Bit (WDB). The hardware sets the WDB bit
when a write packet belonging to a read-modify-write in-
struction is dropped. The WDB bit remains set until the
software reads it, at which point the bit automatically clears.
In this way, the programmer is aware of whether an ap-
proximate lock has been dropped. Since there is only one
read-modify-write instruction executing at a time per core,
a single WDB bit is enough.
Figure 4 shows the lock acquire routine for an approxi-

mate lock. The code tries to acquire lock m in address m_addr

using an exchange instruction. An approximate lock fails and
returns -1 when either (i) the software has unsuccessfully
tried to acquire the lock for more than MAX attempts, or (ii)
the write packet of the latest read-modify-write instruction
that attempted to acquire the lock is queued for Tdrop cy-
cles. Condition (i) is implemented in software, using variable
Num_spins (Line 6). When condition (ii) occurs, the write
packet is dropped, the WDB bit gets set, and the exchange
instruction terminates without performing the write. In this
case, the exchange register R may have read the new value,
but the write to m_address has not occurred. Hence, the first
action that the software takes after the exchange is to check
WDB (Line 4). Irrespective of the current value of R, if WDB
is set, the function returns -1.
The software then checks R. If R’s value is still TAKEN

and the number of tries is no higher than MAX, the software
retries the exchange (Line 8). If R’s value is UNTAKEN, we
still need to do a final check.WiSync [3] requires the software
to check the Atomicity Failure Bit (AFB) (Line 11). If the

AFB is set, it means that another node updated m_address

between the local read and the local write, and that the local
write failed. In this case, the software resets R to TAKEN and
retries the exchange (Line 14).
When the software finds out that an approximate lock

operation has failed, it skips the critical section and the sub-
sequent unlock operation. We describe the software trans-
formation in Section 5.3. We have also designed a similar
algorithm for compare and swap (CAS) synchronization.

4.3 Other Features
Two additional Replica enhancements over WiSync’s wire-
less hardware are related to the capacity of BMem. First,
since the BMem is bigger in Replica than in WiSync, it needs
more address bits and is slower. Second, since different ap-
plications need different BMem sizes, Replica organizes the
BMem in chunks. The chunks that are not allocated by the
application are power-gated to save energy.

5 Software Adaptation
In this section, we describe the software infrastructure that
we use to leverage the Replica architecture. We start by de-
scribing the key access patterns that we target, then discuss
our transformations, and finally outline our tool support.

5.1 Communication-Intensive Access Patterns
There are several parallel access patterns that are hard to
support in conventional shared-memory multiprocessors.
They involve multiple (or all) cores reading from and writing
to a particular shared address. They cause communication
bottlenecks in current machines. Fortunately, the wireless
channel of Replica is especially suited to support these pat-
terns efficiently. We now describe them.
Broadcast. One thread (possibly referred to as the master)
writes to a shared address that is subsequently read by many
(or all) of the other threads (referred as the workers).
Regular Many-to-Many Interactions. It occurs in codes
where different threads operate on sets of overlapping shared
addresses, and the communication has regular patterns. Com-
mon examples are simulations and numerical applications.
Irregular Many-to-Many Interactions. This pattern is
like the previous one except that the inter-thread commu-
nication follows irregular patterns. A common example is
graph-processing algorithms.
Reduction. Many (or all) threads read and write to a single
shared address, aggregating their local contributions.
All these access patterns are easily supported using an

address in the BMem. A write by a processor automatically
broadcasts the update to all BMems. Since reads are always
to the local BMem and writes are observed by all processors
quickly, regular and irregular many-to-many interactions are
supported trivially. Reductions simply require that proces-
sors read and write atomically to the single shared address.



5.2 Transformations to Optimize BMem Utilization
We present several program transformations that enable the
BMem to store the most important data, or to store a larger
amount of important data.
Data Splitting. This transformation partitions a data struc-
ture into important data, which is allocated in BMem, and
less important data, which is allocated in regular memory.
This allows Replica to deliver high performance even for
large data structures that do not completely fit in BMem.

We describe two variants of the transformation. The first
variant sets up an indirect data structure and then par-
titions the original structure into two parts. For example,
consider an array of records. This transformation creates
an indirection array with as many pointers as the records,
where each pointer points to a record. The latency-critical
records are allocated in BMem, while the less important ones
in regular memory. All accesses to the original array are
then replaced with indirect references. The indirection array
(which after the initialization remains read-only) is allocated
in the regular memory.

This transformation is flexible, in that we can select any set
of fine-grained data to be allocated in the BMem. However,
its shortcomings are that we add additional references and
that the new array of pointers may evict some data from the
regular caches.

The second variant involvesmapping some of the pages
of the data structure in the BMem, and mapping the rest in
regular memory. For example, we can map the first set of
pages of the structure into BMem, or the last set of pages,
or an arbitrary set of pages. Compared to the first variant,
this approach does not add additional indirections or cause
cache evictions. However, it is less flexible, as the grain size
of allocation is a page.

In both variants, we redistribute the computation so that
all threads participate in processing the data in the BMem.
Data Reduction. These transformations, inspired by other
ones from literature, enable BMem to store data more effi-
ciently. As a result, the BMem logically stores a larger amount
of important data, potentially reducing program accuracy.

• Lock Coarsening reduces the number of locks needed to
access a given data structure, by making multiple elements
of the structure share the same lock [25]. This change
reduces the data in the BMem (since only a subset of locks
is required) and the inter-core communication, but at the
expense of false contention.

• Cyclic Collection Update sets an upper bound on the
memory footprint of a collection, such as a list or a set. If
we need to add a new element to the collection that would
require an increase in the collection footprint, the new
element is dropped or it replaces an existing element. This
transformation is inspired by cyclic memory allocation
from program repair [43].

• Numerical Precision Reduction changes the type of the
variables stored in the BMem, reducing the size of the
variables at the expense of precision. For example, we can
change 64-bit double types to 32-bit float types.

5.3 Transformations to Reduce Communication
Some of these transformations leverage Replica’s approxi-
mate locks and stores to reduce communication in the wire-
less channel.
Skipping Critical Sections.We use Replica’s approximate
locks to occasionally skip critical sections:

if (approx_lock(m)==0) { // acquired lock

// execute critical section

unlock(m);

} // else skip

In the example, the code tries to acquire the lock. As indicated
in Figure 4, if the software unsuccessfully spins for more
than a certain number of attempts, or the write packet in a
read-modify-write instruction is queued for a certain num-
ber of cycles, approx_lock returns a non-zero code. In this
case, the code skips the critical section. This transformation
reduces the communication between cores. It is motivated
by a software-only transformation from [7].
Skipping Negligible Updates. This transformation skips
updates to a shared variable when the contribution of the
update to the value is below a specified threshold. In the
following example, the original code (a) adds the variable
upd to the variable shared . In the transformed code (b), if
upd is smaller than Threshold , the update is skipped.

upd = local_res ();

lock(m);

shared += upd;

unlock(m);

(a)

upd = local_res ();

if (upd > Threshold ){

lock(m);

shared += upd;

unlock(m);}

(b)

This transformation reduces the wireless communication
if shared is allocated in BMem. It is applicable when small
updates do not contribute much to the overall solution. How-
ever, it changes the computation and its result.
Skipping Updates with Compensation. This transforma-
tion skips updates but later tries to compensate for the contri-
bution of the missed updates. For instance, in the following
example, variable var should receive the sum of all the ele-
ments of array val. Since the stores use approx_stac , they
may be dropped. However, if approx_stac returns a non-
zero status because the contribution of var[i] is dropped,
subsequent iterations will attempt to add multiple times their
contribution to compensate. Finally, if the loop completed
without adding the final element(s), they will be aggregated
after. In the code, a local variable fcnt counts the number of
consecutive failed attempts.



int fcnt = 0; // failcount

for (i=0;i<MAX;i++){

if (approx_stac(var , var+val[i]*(1+ fcnt ))) fcnt ++;

else fcnt = 0;

}

if (fcnt > 0) do {

lastf = approx_stac(var , var+val[MAX -1]* fcnt);

} while (lastf );

This transformation reduces communication in the wire-
less channel. It relies on the fact that, in many programs, the
consecutive updates have similar values. A similar transfor-
mation can also be applied to approximate locks.

5.4 Tool Support
To ease program adaptation, we implemented tools that help
the developer identify shared data and tune transformations.
Profiler.We developed a memory profiler that detects the
shared data in a program. The profiler instruments the mem-
ory instructions of the program to record a trace of the mem-
ory activity. It then identifies shared variables that are writ-
ten to by a thread before being read bymultiple other threads.
It then sorts data structures based on the percentage of ad-
dresses that exhibit such patterns, and based on the number
of threads that access such addresses. Finally, it presents the
report to the developer.
AutomatedTransformations.We implement the compiler
transformations discussed in the previous sections within
Clang/LLVM. For instance, for the data splitting transfor-
mations in Section 5.2, the developer only needs to write
a pragma in the code, and the compiler then generates the
code with the structures that best fit in the provided BMem.
Autotuner. The Replica architecture and the program trans-
formations expose parameters that can be tuned to opti-
mize performance. An example of such parameters is the
frequency of dropped messages. To explore the space of pa-
rameter values and find those that maximize performance
subject to accuracy specifications, we develop an autotuner.
The autotuner uses the OpenTuner framework [9].

6 Methodology
To evaluate Replica, we perform cycle-level architectural sim-
ulations using Multi2sim [60]. We run a variety of applica-
tions from SPLASH-2 [63], PARSEC [14], and the CRONO [6]
graph suite.

6.1 Applications
Table 1 lists the 10 applications, what they do, and the inputs
we use in the evaluation.
Data Sharing Patterns. The benchmark applications have
different data-sharing patterns. Water has broadcast com-
munication. The graph applications (BFS, Pagerank, SSSP,
CC, and Community) have irregular, mostly many-to-many
communication. Volrend mainly contains communication
between neighbors, but also has broadcast communication.

Canneal has an irregular communication pattern, due to
locks. Bodytrack and Streamcluster have one-to-many com-
munications and reductions.
Inputs and Metrics. For the SPLASH-2 and PARSEC appli-
cations (except Streamcluster), we use the same input sets as
WiSync. For the graph applications, we use input sets from
SNAP [2]. The input set sizes were chosen to allow detailed
simulation runs that ranged between 4 and 48 hours per
run. For the autotuning and profiling runs, we use different,
training inputs. These training inputs are as follows. For the
graph applications, they are different graphs of the same
size and connectivity. For Streamcluster, we generate three
new data sets with existing ground truth cluster centers [1].
For the other applications, we use alternative input data sets
provided by the application suite.

The last column of Table 1 shows the metrics that we use
to compute the accuracy loss of the computations when we
use approximation optimizations. We use metrics that have
been previously proposed in the literature.
Other Programs.We also analyzed other applications from
the SPLASH-2 and PARSEC suites. As noted in previous
characterizations [11], most of the remaining programs are
data-parallel (e.g., blackscholes and swaptions) or implement
regular algorithms with limited sharing, typically among
neighbors (e.g., fluidanimate and raytrace). Since we do not
expect Replica to improve performance for such computa-
tional patterns, we do not evaluate such applications.

6.2 Architecture Configurations
We analyze three configurations of Replica:
• Wireless-Locks (WL): it allocates only synchronization
variables in BMem. It extends WiSync with the adaptive
wireless protocol, and a BMem size that holds all the syn-
chronization variables: 23KB in Water, 39KB in Canneal,
and less than 1KB in the rest of the applications.

• Wireless-Optimized (WO): it extends WL by allocating
some ordinary data in the BMem and applying the Data
Splitting and LockCoarsening transformations (Section 5.2).
These transformations preserve the program semantics.

• Wireless-Approximate (WA): it extends WO by apply-
ing approximation transformations, including Cyclic Col-
lection Update and Numerical Precision Reduction (Sec-
tion 5.2), the transformations from Section 5.3, and checked
and unchecked approximate stores (Section 4.2).
We compare these configurations to a conventional ar-

chitecture without BMem or wireless network in three con-
figurations: Baseline (B) runs the original application, Opti-
mized (O) augments B with the transformations in WO, and
Approximate (A) augments O with the transformations in
WA except those that need hardware support (e.g., approxi-
mate stores).
Table 2 shows the transformations for each application.

The shared variables column lists the non-synchronization



Table 1. Summary of the applications.
Name Description Input Metric
Water [63] Simulation of water molecules (nsquared) 1000 molecules for 10 steps Difference in average energies
BFS [6] Breadth-first search p2p-gnutella31 (from [2]) Fraction of unvisited nodes
SSSP [6] Single source shortest path p2p-gnutella31 (from [2]) Fraction of nodes with different distances
Pagerank [6] Compute pagerank for nodes in a graph p2p-gnutella31 (from [2]) Average difference in pagerank
CC [6] Compute connected components of a graph p2p-gnutella31 (from [2]) Fraction of nodes with wrong component
Bodytrack [14] Track a body pose through images 4 frames, 1000 models Average relative difference of poses
Streamcluster [14] Cluster streams of points 4096 pts, 20 centers B3 clustering metric [8]
Volrend [63] Render a 3D object head Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
Community [6] Compute modularity of a graph p2p-gnutella31 (from [2]) Average difference in calculated value
Canneal [14] Find optimal routing for gates on a chip 10000 elements Relative difference in routing length

Table 2. Summary of the transformations for different configurations.
Name Shared Vars (Beyond Synch.) Optimization (O, WO) Approximation (A, WA)
Water molecules, gl_memory Data splitting Precision reduction and skipping critical sections

with compensation in function INTERF
BFS D Data splitting Approximate stores with Tdrop=75 cycles
SSSP D Data splitting Approximate stores with Tdrop=40 cycles
Pagerank PageRank Data splitting Skipping negligible updates with Threshold=0.01
CC D Data splitting Approximate stores with Tdrop=350 cycles
Bodytrack mParticles, mWeights, valid Command line knob Approximate stores with Tdrop=750 cycles
Streamcluster feasible, work_mem, clusterCenters Command line knob Cyclic collection update in function copycenters
Volrend shading_table, out_image Data splitting Approximate stores with Tdrop=1000 cycles
Community comm Data splitting Approximate stores with Tdrop=2500 cycles
Canneal Array of locks Lock coarsening Skipping critical sections in function swap_locations

variables stored in the BMem in Replica. The Optimization
column presents the semantics-preserving transformations
in WO and in O. The Approximation column presents the ap-
proximation transformations in WA and, if applicable, in A.
Tuning Approximation Parameters. The Approximation
column shows different values of Tdrop and Threshold (for
skipping negligible updates). To select these values for an
application, we used the autotuner and executed the appli-
cation multiple times on a set of different inputs. Our goal
was to find the minimum Tdrop and the maximum Thresh-
old such that the accuracy of the result was acceptable. We
present the details in Section 7.5.

6.3 Energy Models
Wemodel the energy consumed by the cores and thememory
hierarchy with McPAT [35] and CACTI [42], and the energy
of the wired links and routers with DSENT [57]. For the wire-
less hardware, we compute the power and area consumed
per core using data in the literature for 65nm. Specifically, for
the transceiver, we use a micrograph and data from [65–67]
to estimate an area of 0.25mm2 (including passives) and a
power of 30mW. For the data converter, based on [64], we
estimate an area of 0.03mm2 and a power of 0.72mW. For
the serializer and deserializer, data from [52] indicates an
area of 0.04mm2 and a power of 10.8mW. Finally, for the
antenna, [30] shows a simple dipole that consumes an area
of 0.04mm2. We double the area to 0.08mm2 to make it more
realistic. Therefore, the overall RF circuit with passives con-
sumes 0.4mm2 and 41.5mW.

However, following [41, 65], we can power gate the trans-
mitter’s power amplifier and the receiver’s low noise ampli-
fier when not in use. This saves 10mW for the transmitter
and 10mW of the receiver. The remaining components (seri-
alizers, data converters, oscillators, mixers, and detectors) are

always on. Moreover, since our data comes from 16Gb/s sys-
tems and we use a system with 20Gb/s, we need to scale up
the power consumption linearly. This gives us the following
total values for the per-core RF circuitry at 65nm: 39.4mW
when the transmitter is idle, 39.4mW when the receiver is
idle, 26.9 mW when both are idle, and a total area of 0.4mm2.
The next step would be to scale these numbers to the

22nm technology assumed for the core. Several authors [4,
19] argue that the area reduces linearly with the feature
size. However, we conservatively use no scaling, and keep
the area at 0.4mm2 and the power at 39.4mW with gating.
Note that these numbers are much higher than those used in
WiSync, which are 0.14mm2 for the area and 18mW for the
power. Finally, using the amplifier consumption of [65], and
the power-gating overheads of [41], we estimate a transient
energy of 1.14pJ.

6.4 Simulator Implementation
We use cycle-level execution-driven simulations using the
Multi2sim [60] simulator. We model a manycore with 32–64
cores at 22nm technology running at 1GHz. Table 3 shows
the parameters of the architecture. Each tile has a 2-issue
out-of-order core, 32KB of private L1 instruction and data
caches, and a 512KB bank of shared L2. The NoC is a 2Dmesh.
The per-core BMem is as large as an L2 bank, but we power-
gate unused 32KB chunks as directed by the application. We
will present the used fraction of BMem in the next section.
The wireless network has a data rate of 20 Gb/s, enough
to transmit a BMem line and its address (about 80 bits) in
4 cycles (plus one cycle for collision detection). We do not
consider missing packets due to noise, since the error rate is
below 10−16. We augment Multi2sim with an on-chip wire-
less network that accurately models transmissions, collision
handling, transceiver power-gating, and packet dropping.



Table 3. Architecture modeled. RT means round trip.
General Parameters

Architecture Manycore with 32–64 cores at 22nm technology
Core Out of order, 2-issue wide, 1GHz, x86 ISA
ROB; ld/st queue 64 entries; 20 entries
L1 I+D caches Private 32KB WB, 2-way, 2-cycle RT, 64B lines
L2 cache Shared with per-core 512KB WB banks
L2 bank 8-way, 6-cycle RT (local), 64B lines
Cache coherence MOESI directory based
On-chip network 2D-mesh, 4 (default), 2 or 1 cycles/hop, 128-bit links
Off-chip memory Connected to 4 mem controllers, 110-cycle RT

Replica Parameters
Per-core BMem Up to 512KB, in 32KB chunks (Table 5)

6-cycle RT, 64-bit wide line
Wireless channel 20Gb/s; 1 cycle for collision detection
MAC Protocols BRS (exponential backoff), token passing in ring
MAC Thresholds TBRS = 0.4, Ttoken = 15
Tdrop 40–2500 cycles (Table 2)
Transceiv+Anten Area: 0.4mm2 ; TX/RX/idle: 39.4/39.4/26.9mW
Power gating Analog amplif. (transient: 1.14 pJ), unused BMem

7 Evaluation
In our evaluation, we examine the performance of Replica
(Section 7.1), the effect of the adaptive wireless protocol
(Section 7.2), the energy consumption and area of Replica
(Section 7.3), the impact of approximations on accuracy (Sec-
tion 7.4), the relationship between tuning parameters and
the accuracy (Section 7.5), how applications are adapted for
Replica (Section 7.6), and a sensitivity analysis of architec-
tural parameters (Section 7.7).

7.1 Analysis of Performance
Figures 5 and 6 present the speedup of the different architec-
ture configurations over Baseline (B) for 64 and 32 core ar-
chitectures, respectively. The X-axis of the plots lists the con-
figurations: Baseline, Optimized, Approximate (when appli-
cable), Wireless-Locks, Wireless-Optimized, and Wireless-
Approximate. The Y-axis is the speedup, computed as the
ratio of the execution times of the B configuration and the
other configuration.
From Baseline (B) to Baseline Replica (WL). The differ-
ence between these two bars is the effect of using wireless
communication for synchronization variables and the sup-
port for the adaptive wireless protocol. From the figure, we
see that the average speedup of WL is 1.40x for 64 cores and
1.13x for 32 cores. For the applications in common with the
WiSync paper, the numbers are largely similar, except for
Streamcluster, which uses a different input set. We discuss
the impact of the adaptive wireless protocol in Section 7.2.
FromBaselineReplica (WL) toOptimizedReplica (WO).
We now consider the impact of the exact transformations.
Since such transformations have virtually no impact on the
baseline architecture (i.e., the difference between O and B is
minimal), we focus only on the wireless configurations.
WO improves performance over WL for all the applica-

tions. On average, these improvements translate into an
average speedup of 1.27x for 64 cores and 1.30x speedup
for 32 cores. This shows the benefits of wireless transfers of

optimized ordinary data. BFS and Streamcluster are commu-
nication heavy and thus benefit the most from these transfor-
mations. Most of the other applications have large improve-
ments as well. Even Volrend, the application with the small-
est gains, still manages to obtain speedups of about 10%.
From Optimized Replica (WO) to Approximate Opti-
mized Replica (WA). Allowing approximations further in-
creases the speedups in six applications, while in four applica-
tions there is practically no change. The average speedup of
WA over WO is 1.08x for 64 cores and 1.06x for 32 cores (but
can go up to 1.27x for CC on 32 cores). In most of the graph
applications, Volrend, and Bodytrack, the use of approxi-
mate stores reduces the contention on the wireless network,
and makes the remaining communications faster. In Water,
the majority of savings come from precision reduction, as
it allows storing more molecules in the BMem. Since the
computation has frequent broadcasts, the overall speed of
data transfers is improved. Approximations do not improve
Canneal or Streamcluster: in Canneal, the contention for
locks is small, while in Streamcluster the provided input
does not benefit from the approximation.

In the architecture without wireless network, these trans-
formations are only applicable to three applications. Further,
even in these applications, the impact is generally smaller
than in Replica. This is because the reduction of load in the
network is more beneficial in the bandwidth-limited wire-
less network. Overall, on average across all applications, the
difference between A and O is minimal.
Summary of speedups. Overall, the speedup of the ex-
act version of Replica (WO) over the optimized baseline
(O) is 1.76x. If we add the approximations, the speedup of
the approximate Replica (WA) over the approximate base-
line (A) is 1.89x.
Effect of Individual Approximation Transformations.
Comparing the WA and WO bars in Figures 5 and 6, we see
the impact of individual transformations listed in Table 2. For
example, dropping negligible updates in Pagerank generates
a 1.14x speedup for 64 cores and 1.05x for 32 cores. Skipping
critical sections in Water (only one of its transformations)
and Canneal can be shown to generate, on average, only
a 1.02x speedup for 64 cores and 1.01x for 32 cores. The
executions of these two benchmarks skipped 0.75% of all
critical sections. These speedups are modest because these
two applications have low lock contention.

The approximate stores optimization applied to six appli-
cations in Table 2 can be shown to generate, on average, a
1.08x speedup for 64 cores and 1.06x for 32 cores. To estimate
the effect of this optimization on an architecture without
wireless network, we modified the applications to skip writes
to the same data structures at the same frequency as write
packets were dropped in the wireless network. We then run
the applications on the O architecture, and obtain a lower
average speedup of 1.04x for 64 cores.
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Figure 5. Speedups of the different configurations over Baseline (B) for 64 cores.
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Figure 6. Speedups of the different configurations over Baseline (B) for 32 cores.
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Figure 7. Energy consumed by the different configurations relative to Baseline (B) for 64 cores.

Synergy of Approximate Transformations. Finally, we
spotlight an additional optimization opportunity to combine
transformations that skip communication with those that
skip computation. We have implemented an additional opti-
mization in Pagerank, where if an update to the page rank of
a element is below a threshold in one iteration, the program
skips updating the page rank in all subsequent iterations,
thus reducing computation. The speedup of WA over WO ob-
tained with this transformation with 64 cores is 2.10x. This is
higher than the 1.60x speedup of A over O attained in an ar-
chitecture without wireless network, for the same accuracy.

7.2 Adaptive Wireless Protocol
In our experiments, we run the adaptive mechanism of Fig-
ure 2 for an initial section of the execution of the application,
until the hardware can identify which of the two protocols
is best for the application. Specifically, the execution of an
application is logically divided into intervals of 10,000 cycles.
At the beginning of each interval, the two counters discussed

in Section 4.1 start at zero. Then, as execution proceeds, they
get updated. At the end of the interval, based on their rela-
tive values and the values of the TBRS and Ttoken thresholds
(Table 3), the hardware decides what protocol to try in the
next interval, and clears the counters. The process then starts
again. After about 350 intervals on average, the hardware
makes the decision to stick with the protocol that has been
chosen in most of the intervals so far.

Of our applications running underWO, seven end-up stick-
ing with the token ring protocol (BFS, SSSP, Pagerank, CC,
Streamcluster, Volrend, and Community), and three with the
BRS protocol (Water, Bodytrack, and Canneal). In most ap-
plications, the percentage of intervals when the dominant
protocol was chosen is greater than 75%. The percentages
are lower in BFS (60%), Pagerank (51%), and Volrend (51%).

To assess the performance impact of our adaptive wireless
protocol, we measure how the execution time of WO in Fig-
ure 5 would change if either all applications were using BRS
or all were using token ring. Specifically, if the applications



Table 4. Output accuracy.

Benchmark A WA
Water 0.083 0.0004
BFS - 0.0002
SSSP - 0.046
Pagerank 0.024 0.024
CC - 0.0007
Bodytrack - 0.099
Streamcluster - 1.00
Volrend - 37.2 dB
Community - 0.07
Canneal 0.0001 0.0004 Figure 8. Autotuning latency thresholds (Tdrop ).

Figure 9. Tunable accuracy profiles.

that prefer token used BRS, their individual execution times
would be higher by 28.1% (Community), by 27.1% (CC), by
21.7% (Pagerank), and by less than 2.2% (BFS, SSSP, Stream-
cluster, and Volrend). Conversely, if the applications that pre-
fer BRS used token, their individual execution times would
be higher by 8.6% (Bodytrack) and by less than 2.0% (Water
and Canneal). With these results, we can conclude that, if all
the applications used BRS, the average execution time under
WOwould increase by 8.4%; if all the applications used token
ring, the average execution time would increase by 1.2%.

7.3 Analysis of Energy and Area

Energy Impact. Figure 7 shows the energy consumed by
the different configurations relative to B for 64 cores. The
figure is organized as Figure 5. The energy is broken down
into dynamic (Dyn) and leakage (Leak) energy for the core
(including L1), L2, NoC, and BMem. We also show the con-
tribution of the transceiver.

The results show that about half of the energy is dynamic
energy in the core, and the rest is leakage energy in all the
components. Across the bars, we see that the energy sav-
ings of each configuration over the Baseline (B) are broadly
proportional to the performance improvements of the config-
uration over B. The wireless configurations reduce the cost
of the polling operations and long distance communications.
Therefore, they reduce the energy consumption. This effect
is especially visible in Streamcluster.

The energy cost of the wireless communication itself can
be estimated by adding the contributions of the BMem and
the transceiver. We see that such contribution is modest. On
average, it is 8.9% of the energy inWO and 8.6% of the energy
in WA. The results for 32 cores show a similar behavior and
are omitted to save space.
Summary of energy savings. Overall, the average energy
savings of the exact version of Replica (WO) over the opti-
mized baseline (O) are 34%. The average energy savings of
the approximate Replica (WA) over the approximate baseline
(A) are 38%.
Area Impact. Based on the numbers from Section 6.3 and
Table 3, our tools estimate that the area overhead of support-
ing wireless communication is around 15.5% of the Replica
architecture. This includes the contribution of the BMems

(11.52%) and of the transceivers and antennas (3.97%). Note
that these results are conservative, as we do not scale the
area of the RF components from 65nm to 22nm (Section 6.3).

7.4 Analysis of Accuracy
Table 4 presents the accuracy losses of the A and WA exe-
cutions analyzed in Section 7.1 for 64 cores. The accuracy
losses are based on the accuracy metrics defined in Table 1.
Configuration A does not exist in some applications because
the optimizations applied are not supported in conventional
architectures (e.g., the approximate stores) or are not useful
(e.g., the cyclic collection updates). It can be shown from
past literature [16, 37, 54] that the levels of accuracy loss
presented are considered acceptable.
Six applications use approximate stores. On average, 4%

of all stores were dropped in our applications. The graph
benchmarks implement iterative algorithms where each it-
eration improves on the results. Approximate stores may
cause skipping an update to a node’s value. However, the
computation for that node will be redone in a future itera-
tion, reducing the final error. In Volrend, approximate stores
cause a small effect on the PSNR of the output image. Our
inspection shows that only 0.8% of the pixels differ by 10%
or more from the Baseline (7% of the pixels differ by more
than 5%). In Bodytrack, approximate stores cause the model
calculations to be done on stale data. Because Bodytrack
aggregates a large number of models, errors in a few models
have a small impact on accuracy.

The approximate version of Pagerank skips updates to the
shared state if the value is below a given threshold. With a
threshold value of 0.01, the approximate version produces
the same top 10 and top 100 elements.
Water is a simulation that can typically handle the small

loss of precision from double to float conversion. While skip-
ping updates can cause errors to amplify across time steps,
using the compensation significantly reduces this effect. In
Canneal, lock coarsening and skipping critical sections cause
minimal changes in the generated netlist.
In Streamcluster, the approximation overwrites cluster

centers if the allocated list of centers is already full. For
the provided input, all intermediate centers fit into the list
without the approximation. Section 7.5 shows the impact on
accuracy for larger inputs.



7.5 Profiles of Tunable Approximations
We study the relationship between the accuracy of the com-
putation, the approximation parameters, and different inputs.
Approximate Stores. Since the latency threshold for drop-
ping packets in approximate stores (Tdrop ) needs to be speci-
fied by the software, we used our autotuner to identify good
Tdrop values. Our goal is to attain a given level of accuracy
(i.e., more than 40 dB for Volrend and less than 10% error for
other applications).

Figure 8 shows the results of autotuning experiments for
CC, BFS, and Bodytrack. The figure shows how the error
and speedup change withTdrop values. Typically, as the auto-
tuner reducesTdrop , the application accuracy changes a little,
until the point where the error rate dramatically increases.
The remaining applications exhibit similar behavior. Using
these models, the autotuner selected the Tdrop values that
we used with the production inputs of Table 1.
Streamcluster. The number of cluster centers controls the
size of the memory allocated in the BMem. The Streamcluster
input provided by PARSEC consists of uniformly-distributed
centers, and is not suitable for accuracy analysis. We there-
fore used alternative inputs (Section 6.1). Figure 9 presents
the accuracy as a function of the size of the data structure
that contains the intermediate cluster centers. Each line is
generated by a different training input. At 60 KB, the number
of intermediate centers is around 200, which is more than
enough to contain all the actual cluster centers. We see that,
for 60 KB or higher, the error is negligible.
Pagerank. In Pagerank, we conditionally skip updates if
they are below a certain threshold. We analyze the impact
of using different thresholds on accuracy for two inputs.
Figure 9 presents the results for inputs p2p-gnutella31 and
as-733 (from [2]). For both inputs, when the threshold values
are small (i.e., fewer updates are dropped), the error is low.
As the threshold increases, more messages are dropped and
the error increases.

7.6 Adapting Applications to Replica
Table 5 shows how we adapt applications for Replica. It
shows the lines of code in the program (Column 2), the num-
ber of lines affected by Replica’s transformations (Column 3),
the size of the datawe place in BMem (Column 4), the fraction
of application’s data in BMem (Column 5), and the number
of data structures allocated in BMem vs. the number of struc-
tures that the profiler identified as shared among all threads,
including synchronization data structures (Column 6).

The results show that the changes to the code are typically
small. Moreover, the fraction of the application’s data that
is placed in BMem is typically very small – only Water and
SSSP are exceptions. Also, the size of such data is typically
only 100–300KB. In each application, we power-up as many
32KB chunks of BMem as needed to hold this data.

Table 5. Statistics on how programs are adapted for Replica.

Name LOC Affected Data in % Data Allocated
Lines BMem in BMem vs. Profiled

Water 1641 10 352 KB 26.0% 2 vs. 2
BFS 475 10 245 KB 0.0% 2 vs. 2
SSSP 351 30 245 KB 23.2% 2 vs. 2
Pagerank 375 20 66 KB 0.8% 2 vs. 2
CC 557 10 245 KB 1.4% 2 vs. 2
Bodytrack 8672 24 121 KB 8.7% n/a
Streamcluster 1660 8 137 KB 16.4% 3 vs. 4
Volrend 2604 4 147 KB 0.6% 3 vs. 3
Community 580 15 245 KB 0.0% 2 vs. 2
Canneal 2886 50 39 KB 0.1% 2 vs. 2

Table 6. Speedups for different cycles per hop (C/H) in the wired
network.

Speedup 64 cores 32 cores
Metric C/H=4 C/H=2 C/H=1 C/H=4 C/H=2 C/H=1
A/WA 1.89 1.51 1.41 1.52 1.37 1.32
O/WO 1.76 1.39 1.31 1.45 1.29 1.23
WL/WO 1.27 1.12 1.12 1.30 1.17 1.17
WO/WA 1.08 1.09 1.08 1.06 1.06 1.07

Profiler. In all applications except Bodytrack, the profiler
identified all the data structures shared by all the threads.
This includes synchronization data structures, such as barri-
ers. We allocated these in the BMem. In Bodytrack, the pro-
filer could not instrument the C++ std:: vector allocator.
Data Scaling. We also studied how the size of the data that
we want to place in BMem scales with input data size. For the
graph applications, such data consists of nodes with many
neighbors. We studied 20 graphs with 100K–3M nodes from
the popular SNAP dataset of graphs [2]. In 16 of these graphs,
all nodes with high sharing (at least 8 neighbors) do fit inside
the BMem for our applications. Even some graphs of size
10M nodes will fit, if we limit the storage in BMem to nodes
with at least 32 neighbors.

For the other applications, the size of the data that we
want to place in BMem scales as follows. For Water, it scales
linearly with the number of molecules, but independently
of the number of steps; for Bodytrack, with the number of
models used, but independently of the size or number of
frames; for Volrend, with the size of the image, but inde-
pendently of the number of rendering steps; for Canneal,
with the number of locks, but independently of the number
of circuit gates; and for Streamcluster, with the number of
intermediate centers, but independently of the total number
of data points.

7.7 Sensitivity to Architectural Parameters

Latency of the Wired Network. Our default wired NoC
has a latency of 4 cycles per hop (Table 3). In this section, we
re-evaluate Replica with wired NoCs that have a latency of
2 or 1 cycles per hop. Table 6 shows the resulting values of
various speedups for different cycles per hop and different
core counts. Each number is the geometric mean of all the



applications. The table shows that, as the wired network
becomes faster, the Replica speedups (A/WA, O/WO, and
WL/WO) decrease. However, even for the fastest, 1-cycle per
hop NoC, the speedups are considerable. The speedups due
to approximations (WO/WA) remain unchanged.
Bigger L2 Cache. We have increased the size of the L2s
of the Baseline (B) architecture from 512KB to 1MB per
core, to use the same storage as a worst-case Replica – al-
though Replica only uses a fraction of its BMem (Table 5).
We find that this change only speeds-up Baseline by 1.04x
for 64 cores.

8 Related Work
Wireless Architectures.We described WiSync [3] in Sec-
tion 2. Duraisamy et al. [27] accelerate graph analytics using
an NoC augmented with wireless links to better support
irregular communication patterns. In their case, the appli-
cation is oblivious of the underlying architecture, and the
routing mechanism of each node decides whether to use
the wireless links or the regular wire lines, based on the
destination address. Their work is also different from ours
in that the wireless links are only used to unicast packets
between distant cores, irrespective of their criticality, and
just as a way to shorten the propagation time of the packets
through the network. Later, Duraisamy et al. [26] propose
to accelerate graph analytics by bypassing certain updates.
Their approximation is exclusively software-based and re-
duces both the computation and the volume of data lookups,
specific to a particular community detection graph algorithm.
In contrast, Replica presents hardware-supported, general
approximate store and approximate lock mechanisms, which
we applied across multiple application domains.
Nanophotonics and Transmission Lines. Transmission
of optical signals through nanophotonic waveguides [12,
32, 33, 58, 62] and transmission of radiofrequency signals
through transmission lines (TLs) [13, 17, 18, 45, 55, 59] can
provide broadcast. Compared to wireless networks, both
nanophotonics and TLs are more energy efficient and pro-
vide higher bandwidth, because energy is guided rather than
radiated. However, network design using either nanopho-
tonics or TLs becomes more complex and less scalable than
wireless. It is more complex because it requires a physical
infrastructure that interconnects the nodes. Nanophotonics
are less scalable due to laser power needs. Light is modu-
lated by the transmitter and then guided to all the receivers.
Each receiver extracts a fraction of the light, causing losses,
and requiring high laser power for large destinations sets.
TLs are less scalable due to: (1) the need to overcome signal
reflections with amplifying stages between segments, which
are costly and complicate the design, (2) the requirement
of a centralized arbiter for the bus, (3) the fact that the ana-
log logic in TLs cannot handle broadcast operations well,
especially if the fan-out is large.

Scratchpads. While both BMem and scratchpads [10] have
a finite size, BMems are automatically coherent. They do not
rely on the compiler to keep them coherent, which is a major
reason for the difficulty of using scratchpads. In Replica, the
programmer and/or compiler just allocates the data in BMem
and Replica transparently handles coherence in hardware.
Lossy NoCs. Prior work has proposed to apply lossy com-
pression techniques to messages before sending them to the
network [15]. The approximation occurs in the (wired) net-
work interface, but could be potentially applied to wireless
too. Although bufferless networks [22, 44] drop or deflect
packets to undesired paths when there is contention at the
switches, they are not approximate, since delivery is ensured
through retransmissions.
Approximate Parallelization.Relaxed synchronization op-
timizations intentionally give up some synchronization for
faster execution (e.g., [16, 24, 31, 37, 39, 40, 47–51, 61]). The
previous works mainly show the potential of many com-
putations to successfully continue execution with relaxed
synchronization and random errors on commodity hardware.
Our paper presents an approximate BMem architectural ab-
straction that is specialized for packet dropping. We show
the efficiency of our hardware and software co-design and
develop a toolchain to automate program adaptation.

9 Conclusion
This paper presented Replica, a manycore that uses wire-
less communication for communication-intensive ordinary
data. Replica supports two hardware mechanisms to reduce
contention and latency in the wireless channel: an adaptive
wireless protocol and the ability to selectively drop wireless
packets if the sender encounters a certain level of contention.
We also described the computational patterns that can lever-
age wireless communication, and exact and approximate
programming techniques to restructure applications.
Our results showed that Replica effectively uses wireless

communication for ordinary data. For 64-core executions,
Replica sped-up applications over a conventional machine by
a geometric mean of 1.76x for exact computation and 1.89x
for approximate computation. Further, Replica substantially
reduced the average energy consumption by 34% (or 38%
with approximate computation). Finally, the area increase is
small, and the developer effort modest.
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